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invention relate* to as inhaler fa

particularly to an inhaler for transferring to a patient a

Metered doso of nedlnrMent contained in

dispensing container.

In known setered dose inhalers, the

frco a pressurised dispensing container is fired

patient or our of ths inhaler into as air flow travailing

in tha aans direction. In known devices, a user inhalas

through a south pieea of tba inhaler and creates an air

flev through tha container fros air inlet holes which are

generally at a part of ths Inhaler well spaced frco the

nonth piece, tha sedicanent Is then released Into thin air

flew at a point between the elr inlet holes and the south

piece so that it is travelling in the sane direction as the

air flow. Typically in each devices, there is no

restriction in ths air flow between the air inlet boles and

the south piece. Decease of this, a substantial air flow

say be created by a user of the device and, because the

nedicasent is fired into the air flow in the sane direction

as ths air flow, the effect is that particles of ssdlesssst

can attain quite eufastantlal velocities, as inhaler* of

this type are nasally designed to be es snail as practical

for the convenience of users, ths distance between ths

point at which ths psdlcassst Is fired into the air flow

and the patients sooth la usually quite snail so that there

is little distance to reduce the Inertia of tha particle*

of nedicaasnt with the result that the particle* nay lspaet

in tha oro-phary&s of a user with quite high velocity,

this can he a prebleo with sons nedicanertts.

In an effort to OWSTCOSS this probles. devices have

been produced in which the nedicasent is fired into a

holding eolsne which allows tha velocity of the

to be reduced and also allows eoae evaporation to

- a -

these devices with a holding volute tend to
be of significantly larger sire than ths standard ottered

dose Inhalers end therefore less convenient end attractive

to provide an inhaler

to a user at

the else of

which allows delivery of

velocity without significantly

The invention provides an Inhaler for
10

dispensing container of

insertion into the

nonth piece for
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sadleanest, a

of a oner of L»
connecting an cutlet of the container with the Moth

piece and air inlet scans for allowing air into ths inhaler
when a osex applies auction to the nonth piece in which the
air inlet soans are provided at e location enlally between
the air outlet of the duct Deans and the sooth piece, and

pa tsegs nsans ere provided *—T~*tHj the inlet Deans to a
location adjacent the outlet of the duct oeans eo that, in

use, when a user inhales throogb ths sooth piece, an air

flow is created froa the inlet Means to the couth piece,

tha air flow saving • cesponent

nooth piece towards the outlet of

Preferably the passage sesss Includes a restriction to
lisit the air flow fra the inlet seans to the eooth pit

The inlet oeans nay conprlse sir inlet holt

the periphery of s portico of the Inhaler ad Jecu
south piece end the boosing say include a vail portion in

which the duct neass is foraed, the wall portion providing

an air barrier between the boosing and the south piece.

further features and advantages of ths Invention will
be apparent fros the following description, by way of

>ls, of a preferred essodisest of ths invention, the
ription being read with reference to the

drawing which shows a longitudinal cross scctJU

actuator according to the invention.

Psferring to ths drawing, an actuator or inhaler 10
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for * medicament cootpxls** • bousing 11 far receiving e

pruiuri«*d dispensing container 12 of eedlcaaent, a south

piece 1* for insertion into the south of a user of the

actuator and a wtr IS for tha couth pioca.

5 The container bousing 11 la generally cylindrical and

open at lta upper and. a low wall 17 of tha booming 11

iortvXm* e thickened portion defining a seat 11 for

receiving tha tabular valve atsn 13 of the container 12.

me east ia coBBonlcetes via a duct ending in an orifice 19

10 with the south piece 14.

ttte mouth piece 14 which ear be generally circular or

gjupad co fit the south is at an angle aoaevhat in excess

of jo* to the asis of the container boosing 11. Tnie angle

la designed to present the smith piece et e comfortable

« angle to the user of the device when the ectaator is held

in e bend of the user.

Tba south place 14 is connected to th. boosing ll

through e ganarally frosto-conlenl wall portion 20. The

wall portion 20 includes inner and outer walls 21, 22, the

20 inner vail 21 being an extension of the south piece 14 and

the outer wall 22 faming with the inner well o restricted

air flow pessage from inlnt air boles 2) provided in the

oater wall around the periphery of the sooth place to e

restricted air Inlet 25 adjacent e aach portion 24 of tha

35 device.

The cover IS of the device which fits over the open

south piece 1« la connected by e flexible hinge portion 27

to e cover atUehsant 28 which fits in the lower part of

the housing ll to attach the cover to the housing, all the

jo cnsponents of the actuator 10 nay ba plastics moulding*.

It will ba appreciated that the lower wall rcreation

17 of housing 11 form* a barriar betvean the open and of

the housing 11 and tha south piece 14 so that there la no

air flow passage free around the container 12, or tha left

j 3 iida of the housing 11 (as viewad in tha drawing) , to the

piece 14.

In use of the actuator 10, a patient or user holds the
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actuator usually in one hand and applies his Booth to the

nooth piece 14. The user then inhales through the south

piece 14 and this creates an air flow from inlet air holes

22 via tha restricted air inlet 25 to the Booth piece 14.

It will be appreciated that tha Inlet air boles 22 are

arranged downstrean of tha orifices 19 relative to the

couth piece 14, that Is to say the inlet air holes 23 are

axially closer to the south piece 14 than the necx portion

24 and orifice 19. This ensures that whan a user inhales

throogh tha south piece 14, the air flow is not directly

froa a position upstream of the orifice 19 to the south

piece 14 but has at least e consonant of reverse flow

towards the orifice 19. The rate of air flow la also

controlled by the restricted air inlet 23. The effect of

tha restriction and the reverse air flow is to create e

turbulant air flow in the neck portion 24.

after the user has started Inhaling through the south

piece 14, the container 12 Is depressed downwardly on to

its stes 13 ee shown in the drawing to release e dose of

sedicasent froa the container. The dose of sedlcanent is

projected by the praasure in the container 12 through the

orifice 19 end then sixes with the turbulent air flow in

the neck portion 24 end thence le Inhaled by the user.

The reverse flow conponent of air flow and the

turbulence thereby created ensure that the velocity of

medicament particles is relatively low whan they enter the

oxo-pharynx region of the patient.

hen not in use, the cover IS le pieced in the

position shown in the drawing and when the actuator is to

be used, the cover is rvnoved by hinging it away froa the

piece 14.

The invention le not restricted to the eabodlaent

>ed above end various modifications say be

within the scope of the appended claims.
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1. an inhaler far nedicanent coaprising a housing

adapted to receive a pressurised dispensing eonteiner of

nodicaaant, e couth piece for insertion into the south of

a user of tha inhaler, duct means connecting an outlet of

tba container with tha south place end air inlet ssens for

allowing air into the inhalar when e user applies suction

to the south piece in which the air inlet mean are provide

et a location axially between the air outlet of the duct

scans and the south piece, and pessege neans are provided

cesseeting the inlat seens to e location adjacent the

outlet of the duct neans so that, in use, when e user

inhales through the south place, en air flow la created

froa the inlat neans to tha south piece, the air flow

having a psasat directed away froa the south piece

towards the outlet of the duct

2.

25

a jr*»i«y ee claimed in claim l in which the

aans includes a restriction to limit the air flow

rren the inlet stans to the south piece.

3. an inhalar ae claimed in claim 1 or claim 3 in

which tha inlat aaans comprise air inlet holes arocz

periphery of a portion of the inhaler adjacent to the

10

4. an inhaler ae cleined ia any one of tba

claims in which the housing includes a

which the duet seass is formed, tba wall

an air barrier be Pi
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